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Our Company
Welcome to DRIESCH Anlagentechnik GmbH
We are manufacturers of surface treatment plants, and we’d like to introduce ourselves to you and invite you to take a
look through our portfolio of services.
We are a family business, founded in 1930 and now in its third generation. For many decades we have been
developing and applying our expertise in the design, manufacture and installation of all kinds of systems for surface
treatment, both large and small.
Our years of experience are what set us apart from the rest. We set a high benchmark for the quality we provide to our
customers.
We supply complete solutions to suit our customers’ every requirement, for factories, waste-water handling and
treatment and more, co-operating as necessary with the appropriate specialist companies. In this way we can offer you
complete solutions that are also optimally tailored to your needs.
Our extensive vertical integration of manufacturing guarantees a high degree of flexibility and eliminates problems that
can arise from demarcation boundaries and interfaces.

Surface Treatment Plants
Thanks to our high level of vertical manufacturing integration, we can offer you turnkey systems for surface treatment
(both electroplating and chemical) in every sector:
I from anodising plants to zinc-plating plants
I both small and large
I from barrel- to rack-plating, or a combination of the two
I both manually and automatically operated
I with process control and visual monitoring
I if required, including effluent and cooling systems, waste-water handling and treatment

Modular Technology
As leaders in the development of modular technology, we can call upon our years of experience in this field and offer
you solutions individually tailored to your requirements:
I based on building blocks, so that individual manufacturing stages can easily be switched around or expanded
I as mini-modules in a compact processing line.
All modular systems can be operated both manually and automatically. Their attraction lies in the fact that they may
be used autonomously, located and also reconfigured flexibly by means of interface flanges, and thus also integrated
into existing processing lines.

Transport and Conveyor Systems
We construct our transport carriages individually for each specific application. The following forms of construction are
employed as primary transport systems across the range of plants:
I Lateral transfer cars
I Tub transfer cars
I Overhead transfer cars
I Cross transfer cars
I Transverse cars in wet and dry areas
To create optimal solutions, where needed we can equip our transport carriages with other fittings, such as drip pans,
spray devices, inclined travel, rotary travel, double stroke and protective housings, particularly where special product
geometries are involved.
Our transport and conveyor systems naturally include configuration and supply of the associated track systems.

Switchgear and Control Systems
In the field of plant control too, we can supply systems produced in-house, from construction of switchgear cabinets and other control
components through to complete systems, and including upgrades and extensions to existing systems as well as new control systems.
Our PLC or computer based control systems support both “cyclical” and “free-running” operation, or combinations of both if required.
Their operator-friendliness is evident not only in the interface structure, but also in that all associated equipment is included in display
and reporting, to provide a comprehensive overview of what is happening in the plant. This also ensures Nadcap compatibility.
Access to the control system via the Remote Maintenance package generally enables faster system maintenance which is more costeffective for you, and also serves as a rapid assistance resource for any problems that may occur – even outside normal office hours.
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Individual Components
We also offer you ...
I Exhaust air systems
I Waste-water systems/water treatment
I Container construction
I Loading and unloading equipment (drums and coils)
I DC rectifier systems
I Cooling systems
I Copper busbars
I Pumps and filters
I Driers
I Barrel units I Pipework systems I Goods frame supports I
maintenance courses

Upgrades, Renovation & Maintenance
Are you planning a plant renovation or upgrade, or even to relocate your site?
We support you in planning and implementation – whether to replace or renew
individual components, or for complete plant conversion or relocation projects –
either within your own facilities or to an entirely different location – all this is within our
scope of services. Our experience and flexibility are your guarantee of minimum
production downtime.
Our vertical manufacturing integration and skilled teams ensure that you
recommence production in the shortest possible time after any repair or maintenance
work.
Naturally, we can also provide assistance and recommendations on spares holdings
if required.
Electrical and mechanical training is also included in our scope of supply.

Consultancy and Project Management
Are you planning a new plant, and looking for up-front support?
We can assist you as consultants and planners in the initial stages of your project design, with:
I Support in developing specifications
I Budget proposals for investment planning
I Feasibility studies
I Preparation of data for on-site approvals procedures.

Now you know about Driesch …
It is important to us that you feel yourselves well supported by us, from the design
stage through manufacture and to the construction of your plant.
That’s why we offer you not only our vertical manufacturing integration but also our
full support, so that you have your own personal point of contact right from the start: a
strong team of project engineers and production and installation staff will accompany
you all the way from initial design and planning right through to final acceptance.
We build upon our experience, and are always looking for new challenges: Our
flexibility is a source of dynamism and creativity, integral components of our
repertoire that we are now happy to put to work for you.

We look forward to hearing from you!
Yours,
DRIESCH Anlagentechnik GmbH

Driesch Anlagentechnik GmbH
Keplerstrasse 10,
D-58706 Menden, Germany
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Email info@driesch.de
www.driesch.de

